A TRUE STORY
‘CHANGELING’
Angelina Jolie / John Malkovich

A POLICE IRON CURTAIN MODEL
of QLS identified Police character assassination
for Premier Campbell Newman's promised press release!

1. It's a film which works on many levels, a story of injustice, a probe
into the history of the city of Los Angeles & Risk Management where
a single mother's son vanishes without trace. Five months later, the
Police reunite mother and boy; but he is not her son.*** Driven by
one woman's relentless quest for the truth, this case exposes a QLD
Police world of forensic / mental health corruption, to have the victims
classified as:-

* DELUSIONAL & INSANE*
The motive is for local Politicians, DPP and Police Force protection!
2. This DVD is similar to our Police Asst. Comm. Pat Doonan's confessed guilt due to his team,
e.g. Det. Insp. Trevor Kidd's exposed CC Sect. 391 to miss present the evidence to create the
political illusion 'Racketeering and corruption do not exist'. Watch this RICO Act training
DVD via the crime control correction model, confirmed by our smart Police Comm. Ian
Stewart's quote “Most crimes start off with a mistake.” The court Registrars confirmed
this Supreme Court mediation order that due to the Fair Trading Act
'The cover up is the crime.'
3. a/ In a nutshell, refer to our cheated HEHS superfund beneficiaries. This is similar to the
Storm investment scam and CBA reported payout of $68m. Where a crime cartel run by the
Head Contractor Rob Wilson and the now felon, our ex-QDPP rogue Barrister Davida Ellen
Williams run the 'Site Solutions' protection racket, but when this scam failed to collect an
estimated $4.4m profit, in desperation the cartel run their backup home loan 1% shareholder
gift scam to steal my mother's home. b/ Davida's part was to use a fraudulent QDPP pleabargain under Justice Minister Rod Welford's now apology and resignation. The pleabargain detail:- Davida tried to rip off 6 banks for $1.3m, then tried to frame our HEHS
Manager Gary Armstrong for the key NAB forgery for $198,000 to prevent
two prison terms for 3 & 5 years.***
4. The QLS law reform Judge Pat Shanahan explained the detail in disclosing the court
transcripts where our 3 tier justice system of deJersey, Chesterman and McPherson. (i)
Gagged debate. (ii) Gagged Justice Ken Mackenzie's mediation order. (iii) Gagged Justice
Margaret White's CBA disclosure order as to why the CBA paid $25,000 to admit liability but
refused to give full detail as a lead up to how these crimes work! (iv) Gagged the Court of
Appeal Justice John Muir's solution to answer his own question “Why did you self liquidate
your own subdivision for $10,000?” (v) Our Solicitor Reg Kliedon explained, but never in
court as promised “$10,000 is throwaway money in test cases of this kind.” (TBC)
5. Again in a nutshell, deJersey's CC Sect. 399 action hid (i) the BCC site inspector Gary
Kopps' direction to the Wynnum Police to expose this EPA Sect. 32 sabotage model to do
whatever it took with a combination of hidden SAA R&R, QDPP proven violence and fraud to
run the 'Site Solutions' (liquidation Style) protection racket. To mean, the scam was to
prevent completion by any means, to become fraudulent creditors, to sell off the subdivision
to pay the kickbacks and bribes to the crime cartel that control this racket. (ii) We paid
$30,000 to the Civil Engineer Brad Jones to prove extortion. (TBC)
6. The QLS and court Registrars from HP, Bne and Nambour explained this racket / scam the
best. (i) You must prove abandonment is fraud. (ii) I was told the only way to expose this crime
cartel was to gain a sponsor, equal to or above Chief Justice Paul deJersey.*** Hence
the importance to study the Vexatious Litigants Act and refer amendment 2005. To mean, the
Premier by an Act of Parliament has the ability to solve this crime. (iii) Going back over the
past 15yrs we have proved 3 times we are of sound mind. Therefore smart Supreme Court
Justice John Byrne warned if I am not telling the truth, I face a 5yr jail term.

This is proof this QLS ruled best case for law reform is no joke and is an example former
Police Comm. Bob Atkinson confirmed:- we must take notice of. (iv) Under former Police
Minister Spence's direction and another smart Police Asst. Comm. 'whistleblowers'
direction (after checking Doonan's staff mishandling of this case) directed the use of the
'Judicial Review Act'. (v) I have spent in the area of $900,000 as part of this $1m Police
requested budget and I have done all within my power to expose Doonan's apology for CC
Sect. 200, 205, 391 & 399. Along with the ACCC / LBB of Scams now available free at your
local Police Station. Page 16 lists out the most common small business scam as a false
invoice. Doonan's ex-Staff Officer, Insp. Ray Loader, therefore is responsible for
tricking deJersey, Chesterman and McPherson.
7. Therefore my Mother explained to Dr Pathè, a forensic expert, how the Head Contractor
Wilson used intimidation and standover tactics on all concerned to try and force my Mother to
pay this fraudulent invoice (not approved by the CBA) for $47,692. If not paid, according to
her vexatious home loan mortgage conditions e.g. a 1% shareholder scam, mum believed
she would lose her home. (i) Dr Pathè initially reported due to the obvious QDPP, CMC,
PESC, etc, cover-ups we will not get justice, but due to further investigation:- (ii) her staff
finding that, quote “Shit happens” and this is not a $1b scam but part of a $100b industry.
8. Hence Dr Pathè's direction to study crime prevention / criminology and the CIB direction to
use natural or holistic justice. (i) Thanks to our previous Caloundra Member of Parliament
Mark McArdle and his fellow Sunshine Coast Politicians, they initiated this bypass as a
forensic / mental health investigation as a procedure that has exposed (ii) the Risk
Management flaws in our key QDPP, CMC, PESC and Police iron curtain model. (iii) Also the
smart CBA civil engineers valuation team of JF & Pike who also exposed the Project
Engineer Greg Henwood's over payment of up to 300% over cost to self fund this 'Site
Solutions' scam. (iv) Also ASIC's unanswered questions to the ATO failure to backup their
smart tax avoidance team, care of Tory Coburn 'whistleblower' where the ATO estimated
loss of $460,311 on a 22 block subdivision requires further investigation. (v) Hence the need
to study the more complete Premier's full SAA style 24 step correction policy.***
9. The first step as Dr Pathè full research team agrees is to view the DVD 'Changeling'.
Remember, as a volunteer I am part of that team and we will not fail! (ii) To teach you how it
feels to be both a Crown witness / key primary victim and as a HEHS superfund Director
whose role by law is to protect the superfund beneficiaries. (iii) Then to be taken by Police
against my will under the Mental Health Act. (iv) Threatened to be given a needle, turned into
a vegetable and locked up behind steel bars. (v) The most horrifying 16 days of my life.
10. You will be pleased to know Dr Pathè has stated quite clearly (I) “This will not happen to
you again.” But said in brief (ii) 'It will take time for this QLS law reform crime prevention
model to be introduced into law.' (iii) 15yrs is enough time to follow the SAA rules &
regulations on all corrupt work sites with one international law for all. The obvious Fraud
Squad's request for the (International) Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organisation
Act. P.S. The CBA agreed to pay all legal costs created by their mistake, as a condition to
provide their loan where the superfund beneficiaries signed contracts to buy their land but
Grahame Ledwidge directed I rip up their contracts. If not, he would close my account,
which he did in an effort to hide his numerous mistakes. Therefore, only the Prime Minister or
Premier has the power by law to correct deJersey's mistake. This is called self entrapment or
with self help deJersey, Chesterman and McPherson can solve these Police mistakes
identified as a QDPP release ‘to drop fraudulent charges’.
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Signed John Bright

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906

TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.

CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION

